QVAL

Valuable, Auditable Investment Intelligence

Generate Audit-Ready valuations in minutes
Qval enables venture capital and private equity firms to generate valuable investment
intelligence instantly—including valuation reports, outcome and waterfall models, and
scenario modeling.
Using data that flows from a centralized database, Qval’s powerful analytics engine uses a
proprietary algorithm to generate clear, reliable, accurate investment intelligence on demand.
Anytime. Anywhere. On Any Digital Device.

SMARTER
DECISIONS
Qval’s proprietary
algorithms offer
automated decision
support for waterfall
distributions, termsheet analysis, and
scenario modeling.

INSTANT
VALUATIONS
Reduce time and errors
with an automated
process that uses the
company’s capital
structure to produce
reliable valuation
reports on demand.

AUDIT
READY
Create reports or grant
read-only access via a
secure portal to auditors
in seconds. Qval’s
calculations have been
reviewed and accepted
by top auditors.

CENTRALIZED
INTELLIGENCE
Qval centralizes all your
source documents so
that they’re organized,
easy to manage, and
accessible from any
location or device.

Key Features
Generate Valuation Reports

with S&P Global Market Intelligence data, scalable
workflow, and automated footnote disclosure.

See Outcome/Waterfall Models

by company, fund, key breakpoints, realized,
unrealized, class, and investor returns.

Run Simulations

Track Data Elements

back to the original source document with one click.

Report to Partners

using APIs that integrate with internal and external
platforms.

Share with Auditors

through a dedicated, permission-based portal.

for waterfall distributions, investor outcome analysis,
and scenario modeling.
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PRIVATE CAPITAL MARKETS

You create value.
Qval quantifies it.
Qval dramatically reduces the time your firm spends
calculating value, evaluating exit strategies, and meeting
audit obligations. Streamline and enhance portfolio company
monitoring, modeling, and reporting so that you can make
smarter decisions and spend more time generating value.

“

The efficiencies gained during the valuation process exceeded our
expectations and gave us greater control over the entire audit cycle.

Sue Biglieri, CFO

Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers

To find out how Qval can enhance performance at your firm,
call (212) 849-3800 or email PCM-GlobalSales@ipreo.com
Explore the complete solution suite at pcm.ipreo.com/solutions
iLEVEL for GPs:

iLEVEL Databridge for GPs:

A data platform that enhances fundraising, decisionmaking, and portfolio company monitoring.

Generate customized quarterly LP reports with
one click.

iLEVEL Private Label for Fund Administrators:

iLEVEL for LPs:
Automate data collection and analyze exposure,
performance, and more.

A complete data collection, management, and
reporting ecosystem.

Ipreo’s solutions for private capital markets bring transformative
data intelligence to a worldwide community of participants.

7

of the top 10 private
equity firms

2 billion+
data points tracked

5

of the top 10 venture
capital firms

350+
clients worldwide

5,000+ 5,800+
final valuations

capital structures

Our mission is to drive a new level of data flexibility, quality, and control that enables private capital
market participants to create more value, gain enhanced visibility, generate deeper insights, demonstrate
performance, and–ultimately–increase allocations. pcm.ipreo.com

